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Abstract— Vehicle Re-Identification (Re-ID) is challenging
because vehicles of the same model commonly show similar appearance. We tackle this challenge by proposing a
Global-Regional Feature (GRF) that depicts extra local details to
enhance discrimination power in addition to the global context.
It is motivated by the observation that, vehicles of same color,
maker, and model can be distinguished by their regional difference, e.g., the decorations on the windshields. To accelerate the
GRF learning and promote its discrimination power, we propose
a Group-Group Loss (GGL) to optimize the distance within
and across vehicle image groups. Different from the siamese or
triplet loss, GGL is directly computed on image groups rather
than individual sample pairs or triplets. By avoiding traversing
numerous sample combinations, GGL makes the model training
easier and more efficient. Those two contributions highlight
this work from previous methods on vehicle Re-ID task, which
commonly learn global features with triplet loss or its variants.
We evaluate our methods on two large-scale vehicle Re-ID
datasets, i.e., VeRi and VehicleID. Experimental results show
our methods achieve promising performance in comparison with
recent works.

Fig. 1. A naive example of vehicle Re-ID. A query image of target vehicle
is captured by Camera 1. Vehicle Re-ID system matches the query image
against the image dataset captured by other cameras, and finds the target
vehicle reappears in Camera 4. This is helpful to quick locating and tracking
the target vehicle, which is crucial for public security, traffic surveillance and
applications on smart city.

Index Terms— Vehicle re-identification, CNN, global-regional
feature learning, distance metric learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION

V

EHICLE Re-Identification (Re-ID) aims to match a query
vehicle against a large-scale vehicle gallery set generated
by a camera network [1]–[10]. A naive example of vehicle
Re-ID is shown in Fig. 1, where query image of target vehicle
is captured by a camera and vehicle Re-ID system finds the target vehicle reappears in other cameras. The ability to quickly
locate and track a suspect vehicle is crucial for public security,
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Fig. 2. Examples of different vehicles with similar global appearance. Each
column shows two different vehicles. The difference on local regions are
highlighted with red circles.

traffic surveillance and applications on smart city. Vehicle
Re-ID is related with fine-grained vehicle classification, which
focuses on identifying the fine-grained categories of vehicles [11]–[14]. Different from the category-level identification,
vehicle Re-ID focuses on the instance-level identification.
As different instances in the same fine-grained category are
similar with each other, i.e., showing same color and model
as shown in Fig 2, vehicle Re-ID is more challenging and is
far from being solved.
Vehicle Re-ID requires highly discriminative feature representation. However, vehicle images are easily affected by many
factors like illumination, weather, and occlusion, etc. These
factors increase the difficulty of robust vehicle feature extracting and prevent sensitive hand-crafted features from working.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of proposed model, which is composed of two subnets for global and regional feature learning, respectively. “AP” denotes Average
Pooling. “FC” denotes Fully Connected layers and “CAP” denotes Channel-wise Average Pooling. Weights for regional features are predicted for feature
fusion. The network is trained with Group-Group Loss computed within and across image groups.

In recent years, deep features have made breakthroughs in
many computer vision tasks including person Re-ID [15]–[20]
and fine-grained visual categorization [12], [21], [22]. Thanks
to the release of several large-scale vehicle Re-ID datasets [1], [23], existing works have designed many Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) for vehicle feature
learning [1], [7], [9], [10], [24]. Currently, deep features have
dominated the methods of vehicle Re-ID. More details of
related works will be summarized in Sec. II.
Despite the significant success, there still remain several open issues unexplored. First, most of previous works
on vehicle Re-ID extract deep features from the whole
image [1], [2], [10], [23], [24]. Because vehicles in the same
fine-grained category generally show similar appearance as
shown in Fig. 2, global representation is not discriminative
enough for the vehicle Re-ID task. Second, most of previous
works train deep features with distance constraints computed
on selected sample pairs or triplets [1], [6], [17], [18], [25].
Because of the huge number of possible sample combinations,
those works require careful sample selection strategies. Selecting optimal sample pairs or triplets slows down the network
training and makes the whole network hard to tune.
We observe that, similar vehicles can be effectively distinguished by regional difference, e.g., the decorations on the
windshield, as shown in Fig. 2. Based on this observation,
we propose a DCNN model to fuse global and regional
cues for discriminative feature learning. The framework is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Our DCNN model is composed of
two subnets which are responsible for global and regional
feature learning, respectively. These two subnets share several
convolutional layers and have their own branches and outputs.
The global subnet contains two branches, i.e., the “CN” and
“BN” branches, to depict different cues on the vehicle and
also extract complementary features f c and f b , respectively.
The CN branch uses pooling and fully connected layers to
extract global feature f c . The BN branch has similar structure
with the CN branch but embedding a Batch Normalization
(BN) [26] layer between feature maps and following pooling
layer to extract global feature f b . The regional subnet has three
branches corresponding to three horizontal regions on feature
maps as displayed in Fig. 3. Each branch extracts a regional

feature from a horizontal region of the feature map. This
structure encourages the learning of discriminative regional
features. Global and regional features are finally fused to
enhance the discrimination ability. Moreover, instead of defining hand-crafted rules, proposed model learns the fusion in an
end-to-end fashion through back-propagation. By adaptively
adjusting weights for regional features, it potentially enhances
the robustness against alignment error and pose variants in
vehicle images.
We further propose a Group-Group Loss (GGL) to accelerate the feature learning and promote the discrimination
power. In GGL, samples of the vehicle with the same ID
are considered as an image group. GGL hence guides the
training procedure to pull samples in the same group close
to each other, and push different groups away from each other
with regarding images in each group as a whole. In this way,
GGL optimizes the deep features to decrease the intra-group
distance and increase the inter-group distance. Note that,
GGL is computed within each group and across different
groups, thus it does not need to traverse all possible sample
combinations. Compared to triplet or siamese loss, GGL is
more efficient to compute and is easier to implement.
We evaluate our methods on two large-scale vehicle Re-ID
datasets, i.e., VeRi [2], [23] and VehicleID [1]. Experiments show our global-regional feature learned by GGL
achieves promising performance compared with state-of-theart approaches. GGL is also tested in another person Re-ID
task, where it also presents substantial advantages over triplet
loss. To our best knowledge, this is an original effort on
improving the performance of vehicle Re-ID task by jointly
learning global-regional features. Besides that, GGL makes
distance metric learning in deep network more feasible. Our
experiment also demonstrates that GGL generalizes well on
other instance recognition tasks. Therefore, it has potential to
be a general metric learning strategy.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our work is closely related to recent methods on vehicle
Re-ID task and distance metric learning. This section reviews
recent works on those two topics.
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A. Vehicle Re-ID
Some works enhance the discrimination power of global
features [1], [2], [6], [24], [27]. Liu et al. [2] investigate several
features including color name [28], SIFT [29], deep features
extracted by AlexNet [30] and GoogLeNet [31]. They show
that features from GoogLeNet outperforms the others and
feature fusion improves the Re-ID accuracy. Tang et al. [6]
propose a network to fuse deep features and hand-crafted ones
in end-to-end optimization, and achieve a more robust and
discriminative feature. Liu et al. [1] propose a two-branch
DCNN trained with vehicle identity labels and model categories, respectively. Features from the two branches are
concatenated and then fed into two fully connected layers
to learn the final feature with identity labels. Xu et al. [24]
also use a two-branch framework to learn complementary
features with identity labels and attribute categories. They
investigate different feature fusion methods, and find the
element-wise product operation is a better feature fusion
strategy than feature concatenation. Zhou et al. [32] tackle the
issue of uncertainty of vehicle viewpoint in Re-ID task. They
propose two models based on DCNN and Long Short-Term
Memory [33], respectively, to infer features of vehicles under
all hidden viewpoints with a single input vehicle image.
These features are fused into a global multi-view feature of
the input vehicle image for matching. Zhou and Shao [7]
propose an attention model to infer multi-view features from a
single input vehicle image in an adversarial learning manner.
Kanacı et al. [27] find model trained with only vehicle model
classification task can achieve promising performance with a
much lower cost in collecting training data. Although these
methods achieve promising performance, only global features
are extracted and some discriminative regions are neglected.
However, only regional cues can differentiate different vehicles in some cases. This limits the performance of global
features. Compared with those methods, our model further
explores and adaptively fuses regional cues to enhance the
discriminative ability and robustness and also achieve better
performance.
There are also works that extract regional features along
with global features. Liu et al. [23] fuse features on licence
plates with global features for vehicle matching. One potential issue of this approach is that, the licence plates may
be occluded or even faked [1], making this approach fail.
Wang et al. [9] extract local features on four regions generated by predicting 20 key points. However, this approach
needs additional keypoint annotations, which takes extra costs.
A keypoint prediction network is also needed, which involves
more training procedures and complicates the feature extraction model. Our work also fuses global and regional deep
features, thus shares certain similarity with [9]. However, our
work doesn’t need extra keypoint annotations and uses a more
efficient network structure to explore regional cues. Moreover,
our algorithm performs better than [9] on public datasets with
less training data, e.g., our 0.617 vs. 0.514 [9] in mAP on
VeRi. Zhao et al. [34], [35] propose an effective salience
learning method to compute salience score for each image
patch, which achieves impressive results on person Re-ID
task. Our method differs from the methods in [34], [35] in

three aspects. 1) Proposed model uses CNN based model
to extract more powerful features, while the methods proposed by Zhao et al. use hand-crafted features. 2) Proposed
model roughly divides images into three horizontal overlapped
regions, instead of local patches in [34], [35]. 3) Proposed
model uses a weight learning network to dynamically predict
regional feature weight for each regional feature of an input
image, while Zhao et al. compute salience score for each
image patch based on hand-crafted rules.
There are some works adopting spatial temporal information
to refine the retrieval results, such as [4], [7], [9], [10], [23].
Liu et al. [4], [23] define a spatiotemporal similarity based
on space and time distance across images. They fuse the
spatiotemporal similarity with visual similarity to refine the
results. Wang et al. [9] also define a spatial-temporal distance
based on space and time distance, but in a log-likelihood
formulation. Shen et al. [10] propose a chain MRF model to
generate candidate visual-spatio-temporal path. They then use
a Siamese-CNN+Path-LSTM model with the candidate path
and the pair-wise queries as input to generate their similarity
score. In this paper, we mainly focus on discriminative visual
feature extraction and distance metric learning. Thus, the use
of additional cues like spatial and temporal constraints is
beyond the scope of this paper.
B. Distance Metric Learning
Triplet loss and its variants are widely used for distance
metric learning [1], [17], [18], [25], [36], [37]. Chen et al. [18]
design a quadruplet loss for network training, which presents
better generalization capability compared with triplet loss.
Zhou et al. [17], [37] use margin samples to compose triplets
and propose a symmetric triplet loss. Liu et al. [1] propose a
coupled cluster loss by first computing the center of positive
samples, then constructing triplets with sample center, positive
samples, and hardest negative samples. Li et al. [38] combine several different tasks, including identification, attribute
recognition, verification and triplet tasks to train a vehicle
Re-ID model. A batch composition design is proposed to
jointly optimize those tasks. Some other methods consider
extra distance distribution for metric learning. For instance,
Kumar et al. [39] propose a global loss and Ustinova and
Lempitsky [40] propose a histogram loss with similar ideas,
i.e., separating the distribution of positive and negative sample
pairs. Wen et al. [41] propose center loss to decrease the
distance within each category. It records and updates the center
of each category in each iteration. Compared with center
loss [41], our GGL avoids recording center and involves extra
constrains across image groups. As shown in the comparison
with center loss in Sec. IV-C, GGL performs better.
Most of existing methods perform distance metric learning based on sample combinations, e.g., pairs or triplets.
On the one hand, there are numerous sample combinations,
but only a small part of them are hard samples that can
provide valuable cues for training [36], [40], [42]–[44]. On the
other hand, too difficult triplets makes the training hard
to converge [36], [40], [42]. Hence, a well designed sample
selection algorithm is critical for those metric learning methods [36], [40], [42]–[44]. Moreover, only considering distance
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which could be formulated as:
C
1 
X (c),
X̄ =
C

(1)

c=1

Fig. 4. Illustration of the difference between features extracted by BN branch
and CN branch. Images in the first row are input images. The second and third
rows show heat maps generated by BN branch and CN branch, respectively.
It can be observed that CN branch focuses on small local parts, while BN
branch focuses on larger contextual regions.

loss on sampled combinations hinders the global optimization.
Differently, GGL is computed within and across image groups.
This important difference let GGL avoid selecting or traversing
massive sample combinations, which naturally results in better
efficiency and optimization.
III. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
The overview of the proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 3,
which contains two important components: 1) network
structure for Global-Regional Feature (GRF) learning, and
2) Group-Group Loss (GGL) for network learning. In the
following, we will introduce our model in detail.
A. Global-Regional Feature Learning
Our network structure for feature learning is illustrated
in Fig. 3. Given an input vehicle image, a set of shared
convolutional layers are first adopted to generate feature maps.
Then two convolutional layers, i.e., Conv5-1 and Conv5-2 in
Fig. 3, are learned to generate inputs for global and regional
subnets, respectively. Two complementary global features and
several regional features are finally extracted by global and
regional subnets, respectively. A weight is adaptively predicted
for each regional feature for feature fusion.
1) Global Feature Learning: There are two branches in
the global subnet for feature extraction, i.e., the CN branch
and BN branch, respectively. This structure is inspired by the
feature extraction of the Yao et al. [45]. CN branch first
pools the feature maps generated by Conv5-1, then uses two
Fully Connected (FC) layers to generate f c . The BN branch
has similar structure with CN branch, but embeds a BN layer
between Conv5-1 and the pooling layer to generate new feature
maps. Then two FC layers are used to generated fb .
To illustrate the differences between the BN and CN
branches, we show heat maps of Conv5-1 before and after
BN in Fig. 4 following [45]–[48]. Multi-channel feature maps
can be converted into one-channel feature maps through
Channel-wise Average Pooling (CAP) to show the focused
parts. Let X ∈ C×W ×H denote a feature map with C channels, and W and H denote the width and height, respectively.
CAP converts X into a one-channel heat map X̄ ∈ W ×H ,

Ê

Ê

where X (c) denotes the feature map in the ct h channel. X̄
fuses the spatial information of input images and indicates the
focused image parts of the network, e.g., the focused parts
correspond to larger values in X¯ .
As shown in Fig. 4, feature maps generated by the two
branches have different heat maps. For example, the CN
branch focuses on small local parts. The BN branch focuses
on larger contextual regions, because the BN layer depresses
the large responses on small local parts [45]. This observation
is consistent with that in [45], and makes the two branches
in global subnet focus on different cues of the input image.
We thus use two branches for global feature extraction.
As shown in our experiments, fusing fc and fb results in much
better performance than using single feature.
2) Regional Feature Learning: Regional differences are
important for differentiating similar vehicles sharing the same
model and color. Though CN branch could automatically focus
on some discriminative local parts, it fails to further explore
more discriminative regions to distinguish vehicles with similar global appearance. To depict the regional differences,
we design a regional subnet to extract deep features from
local regions. Regional subnet evenly divides feature maps of
Conv5-2 into K overlapped horizontal regions from top to bottom. Adjacent regions are overlapped, taking alignment error
and pose variations into account. Based on the parameter K ,
the height of each region can be computed as:
h = (H /K ) × (1 + β) ,

(2)

where H is the height of feature maps in Conv5-2 and β
decides the overlap between adjacent regions. β is empirically
set as 0.5. Enlarging K introduces more network branches.
Thus, K affects the complexity of the network. Our experiments in Sec. IV-D show K = 3 achieves a satisfactory
trade-off between accuracy and complexity. We thus fix K = 3
in our network, resulting in three regional features frt , frm ,
and frb from top, medium, and bottom regions, respectively.
After region extraction, pooling and FC layers are learned
using loss computed on each regional feature. In other words,
each regional feature is trained to distinguish different vehicles
independently with corresponding input region. This strict
constraint effectively enforces the regional subnet to mine
discriminative regional details.
To illustrate the ability to mine discriminative regional
details of regional subnet, we show the heat maps generated
by Conv5-1 and Conv5-2 for 6 similar vehicles from test
set in Fig. 5(a). The first image is from query set and the
remaining 5 images are from gallery set. It can be observed
that, compared with Conv5-1, Conv5-2 further focuses on
regional details such as stickers, headlights and maker logos.
Thus, regional features generated from Conv5-2 are potential
to contain more cues of details for distinguishing similar
vehicles. We further show the similarity between the query
images and 5 gallery images in Fig. 5(b). The similarities
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Fig. 6. Examples of retrieval results by GRF without/with predicted regional
weights. In each example, the first row shows returned images by GRF without
regional weights, and the second row shows returned images by GRF with
regional weights. The first 3 images in each row are top 1 to top 3 returned
images. Similarity between returned images and query images are annotated
above/below each returned image in the format as global similarity+ regional
similarity. Images annotated by green bounding boxes are true positives, and
images annotated by red bounding boxes are false positives.

Fig. 5. Illustration of validity of regional subnet. Figure 5(a) shows heat
maps generated by Conv5-1 (which is fed into global subnet) and Conv5-2
(which is fed into regional subnet). Figure 5(b) shows similarity computed by
global features and regional features.

are computed with global feature fc and regional feature frt
in the first line and the second line, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 5(b), regional feature is more powerful than global
feature in distinguishing vehicles with similar appearances,
e.g., the similarity between samples of the vehicle with the
same ID is substantially higher than the similarity between
different vehicles. And experimental results in Sec. IV-D2
show the regional features cam effectively boost the
accuracy.
3) Regional Weight Prediction: We fuse the global and
regional features by concatenating them. Because global and
regional features convey different cues, it is not reasonable
to concatenate them with equal weights. Also, the regional
feature is easily affected by the misalignment issues, pose
variants, and noises on the local regions. To alleviate these
issues, we learn a feature weight for each regional feature
based on their quality.
The quality of regional features can be inferred by comparing regional features with global features. The Conv5-1 and
Conv5-2 layers are trained to generate inputs for global and
regional feature extraction, respectively. Their outputs reflect
the cues depicted in global and regional features. We thus fuse
feature maps output by them for weight learning. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the feature maps from Conv5-1 and Conv5-2 are first
processed with CAP formulated in Eq. (1). This results in
two one-channel feature maps corresponding to Conv5-1 and
Conv5-2. The two one-channel feature maps fuses the spatial
responses on different feature maps generated by the network.
Therefore, they could be used to predict regional weights.

So that they are then fed into a FC layer with K outputs,
e.g., K = 3, to predict weights for K regional features.
Instead of fixed set of three regional weights, proposed
model adaptively predicts weights for regional features with
respect to different input vehicles. Compared with fixed
weights, adaptive weights inferred according to the feature
quality have potential to handle the variance of viewpoint of
input vehicles and achieve a more reliable feature fusion. Thus,
it could better alleviate the effect of misalignment and improve
the robustness of regional features. We show two examples
of retrieval results to demonstrate the validity of predicted
regional weights in Fig. 6. It can be observed that regional
features can be affected by several factors and thus they could
mislead the retrieval. And after adjusting regional features by
predicted regional weights, true positive images are returned
in the top. It demonstrates the validity of regional weights.
More retrieval results by GRF with/without regional weights
are shown in Sec. IV-D3.
B. Group-Group Loss Computation
The global and regional features can be learned with
siamese loss or triplet loss to enhance discriminative power in
similarity computation. However, those loss functions require
a careful sample selection strategy and are hard to tune.
We hence propose the Group-Group Loss (GGL) to accelerate
feature learning. GGL first groups samples of the vehicle with
the same ID into a same group. Then it modifies the learned
parameters of model to pull samples in the same group close
to each other and push different groups away from each other
in the group level. Thus GGL is computed to include two loss
functions as follows:
LGG L = Lintra + λLint er ,

(3)

where Lintra and Lint er denote intra-group distance loss and
inter-group distance loss, respectively. λ weights those two
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loss functions. Note that we omit the loss weight of the first
component in Eq. (3) because it effectively adjusts the relative
scale of the two components in objective function. This is also
adopted to formulate objective function in [17], [25], [49].
Suppose the training set contains N vehicles and n i images
for the i t h vehicle. Let f ji , j ∈ [1, n i ] denote the feature
of j t h sample of the i t h vehicle. We use a feature group
S i to contain all the features of the i t h vehicle. Note that,
we use subscript and superscript to denote the ID of image and
vehicle, respectively. Based on the above notations, the loss
functions of intra-group distance can be computed by counting
the L2 distance within each feature group, i.e.,

ni

j =1

j =1

ni

i

j =1

j =1

ni


ni


=

1
[
ni

 f ji 22 −

j =1

1
N(N − 1)

j =1

=

int er (S i , S j ),

j =1
i

(7)

(5)

i

mi =

(6)

j,k=1

It is expensive to compute iintra with Eq. (6), because it has
to traverse all feature pairs in the group. Previous methods
tackle this issue by sampling a small number of pairs for
training, which requires a well designed hard samples mining
algorithm [17], [36], [42]. Moreover, using a small portion
of combinations to train the model hinders the global optimization. Differently, we find that minimizing the intra-group
distance within group S i based on Eq. (6) equals to minimizing
the feature variance var i inside S i . As var i can be computed
in O(n) time complexity, we can consider all the sample
combinations more efficiently by minimizing var i , instead of
traversing them. We proof Eq. (6) equals to var i as follows:

Lintra =

j,k=1

i

 f ji 22 −

n


2( f ji )T f k +

j,k=1

ni

ni

j =1

j =1

ni


 f ki 22 ]

j,k=1
ni

i

k=1

k=1

n


1  i i 2 
i T
i
=
[
n

f

−
(2(
f
)
f
)
+
n i  f ki 22 ]
j 2
j
k
2(n i )2

=

1
[2
2(n i )2

ni

j =1

(9)

i=1

Eq. (9) formulates Lintra from a group-wise aspect. Note
that, the complexity of var i computation is O(n), significantly
lower than O(n 2 ) of traversing all sample pairs in feature
group S i . Moreover, var i avoids sample mining and is easier
for computation. Therefore, we could optimize Lintra in a
more efficient way by minimizing var i inside each group with
Eq. (7) and Eq. (9).
2) Inter-Group Loss Computation: Lint er can be computed
by counting the distance among pairs of samples from different
feature groups. With this formulation, Lint er pushes samples
from different feature groups away from each other. However,
this formulation has no constraint on the structure of each
feature group itself and may simultaneously push samples
of the same group away from each other, increasing the
intra-group distance. We thus post the intra-group distance
constraint when computing the int er (S i , S j ) as follows:
i

j

n
n
1  i
j
 f k − f g 22 + (var i +var j ),
int er (S , S ) = − i j
nn
j

(10)

j,k=1

1
[
2(n i )2

N
1 
var i .
N

k=1 g=1

ni

1
=
 f ji − fki 22
2(n i )2

=

(8)

Then Lintra can be formulated as follows:

i

iintra

n
1  i
fj.
ni
j =1

i, j =1; j  =i

ni

1
=
 f ji − f ki 22 .
2(n i )2

i

j =1

where m i is the mean feature of vehicle i , i.e.,

where
denotes the inter-group distance loss between
S i and S j .
1) Intra-Group Loss Computation: In order to reduce
intra-distance of each group, we formulate iintra as follows:

n


m i 22 ]

1  i
 f j − m i 22
ni

(S i , S j )

iintra

2( f ji )T m i +

ni

where iintra denotes the intra-group loss of the i t h group.
The inter-group distance loss can be formulated by counting
the distance loss between different feature groups, i.e.,
Lint er =

j =1

ni


(4)

i=1

N


i

n
n

1  i 2 
= i[
 f j 2 −
2( f ji )T m i + (m i )T
f ji ]
n

= var ,

N
1  i
intra
N

Lintra =

ni

1  i 2  i T i
 f j 2 −
( fj) m ]
= i[
n

n i  f ji 22 − 2

ni

j =1

( f ji )T n i m i ]

where both the inter-group and intra-group distance are constrained.
Eq. (10) is also expensive to compute. Similar to intra-group
computation, previous methods tackle this issue by sampling a small portion of combinations to reduce time
complexity [17], [36], [44]. Differently, we further find that
Eq. (10) can be rewritten into the formulation that only
involves mean feature of each group. Then all the combinations can be involved into training but avoiding traversing
them. We prove it in the following.
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Firstly, we rewrite var i based on Eq. (7) as follows:
var i =

i

i

i

j =1

j =1

j =1

n
n
n
1  i 2  i T i
1  i 2
[

f

−
(
f
)
m
]
=
 f j 2 −m i 22 .
j 2
j
ni
ni

(11)
Then we rewrite int er (S i , S j ) based on Eq. (10) and Eq. (11)
as follows:

Fig. 7. 2D distribution by t-SNE [53] of learned features by GGL and
classification loss on CIFAR-10.

int er (S i , S j )
i

=−

j

n
n
1  i
j
 fk − f g 22 + var i + var j
ni n j
k=1 g=1
i

j

n
n
1 
j
j
=− i j
( fki 22 −2( f ki )T f g + f g 22 )+var i +var j
nn
k=1 g=1
ni

nj

k=1

g=1


1  j i 2
j
= − i j(
n  fk 2 −2n i n j (m i )T m j +
n i  f g 22 )
nn
+ var i + var j
ni
nj
1  i 2
1  j 2
=− i
 fk 2 +2(m i )T m j − j
 f k 2 +var j +var i
n
n
k=1

k=1

= −m i 22 + 2(m i )T m j − m j 22
= −m i − m j 22 .

(12)

Therefore, int er (S i , S j ) can be computed efficiently with
mean features m i and m j .
In real implementation, the network training should pay
more attention to feature groups with close distance, i.e.,
training samples with large loss values. In order to improve
the efficiency of network training, a margin parameter α can
be added into int er (S i , S j ) to ignore pairs of groups that are
already far away from each other. The range of α is [0,1].
This strategy is also commonly used in previous works on
metric learning, such as [1], [17], [49]. We thus give the final
inter-group distance loss between S i and S j as follows:
1
int er (S i , S j ) = max{α − m i − m j 22 , 0}.
2
Then Lint er can be formulated as follows:
Lint er =

1
N(N − 1)

N

i, j =1; j  =i

(13)

1
max{α− m i −m j 22 , 0}. (14)
2

3) Discussion: LGG L could be computed based on the
variance and mean feature of each feature group with Eq. (7)
and Eq. (14), respectively. During network training, Lintra
results in decreased intra-group distance. Together with Lintra ,
Lint er increases the inter-group distance. Posting both losses
would enforce the network to learn discriminative vehicle
features. Compared with center loss [41], GGL considers extra
inter-group constraint. Compared with loss function proposed
in [37], GGL directly pulls all images in the same category
together and doesn’t use any triplet-like combination or sampling strategy. Some methods for dimensionality reduction
have similar optimization target with GGL, such as MFA [50]
and LDA [51], [52]. However, GGL can be computed with

Fig. 8. Illustration of distance learning with triplet loss and GGL. Dots with
same color denote samples in the same category. (a) illustrates the distance
learning procedure by triplet loss, and (b) illustrates the distance learning
procedure by GGL.

a more efficient formulation and it mainly focuses on deep
model training.
Fig. 7 visualizes the 2D distribution of features learned with
classification loss and GGL on CIFAR-10, respectively. It is
clear that, on the training set, GGL makes samples of same
category close to each other and samples in different categories
far from each other. Moreover, GGL also presents promising
generalization ability on the testing set.
The most important difference between GGL and triplet loss
is that, GGL considers all samples in a group for distance optimization, while triplet loss performs local optimization among
selected anchor, positive, and negative samples. An example of
distance learning procedure by triplet loss and GGL is shown
in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8(a), after optimizing the distance
among a triplet, the anchor sample is pushed away from
the other positive sample, and the negative sample is pushed
away from other negative samples, i.e., the other two purple
points in Fig. 8(a). It indicates that such local optimization
may separate samples of same category into several clusters,
and a well designed sampling algorithm is usually needed to
alleviate this issue. This makes the model hard to tune and
degrades the efficiency of feature learning. Although some
methods have been devoted to improve the performance of
triplet loss [17], [25], [42], the local optimization issue is still
not essentially solved. In GGL, jointly considering the distance
within and across image groups without the need of any
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sampling algorithm could effectively avoid local optimization
and be potential to accelerate the network training, as shown
in Fig. 8(b). Comparison between triplet loss and GGL will
be conducted in Sec. IV-C.
4) Gradient Computation: The gradient of GGL with
respect to each training sample can be computed efficiently
according to chain rule. For Lintra , the gradient is formulated
as follows:
2( f ji −m i )
2( f ji −m i )
∂Lintra
i
intra
= Nn
+ ∂∂m
· ∂mi = Nn
,
(15)
i
i
i
i
∂fj
∂fj
where
i

n
∂Lintra
2  i
=
(m − f ji ) = 0.
∂m i
Nn i

(16)

j =1

The gradient for Lint er is formulated as follows:
N

1
=
(m k −m i ) ((m i , m k ) > 0), (17)
N(N − 1)n i

∂Lint er
∂ f ji

½

k=1

½

where (a) is an indicator function with value 1 when event
a is true and 0 otherwise. It’s clear that samples of the same
j
group share the same gradient ∂Lint er /∂ f i . Thus, they have
equal update motion, i.e., equal direction and magnitude. This
ensures that Lint er will not destroy the structure of each group.
the overall gradient can be written based on Eq. (3), Eq. (15)
and Eq. (17) as follows:
∂LGG L
∂ f ji

=

2( f ji − m i )

(18)

Nn i

N

1
+λ
(m k −m i ) ((m i,m k ) > 0),
N(N −1)n i

½

(19)

k=1

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
We first evaluate GGL on VeRi [2] and Market1501 [54].
Global and regional features are then evaluated on VeRi [2].
Finally, we compare proposed methods with recent ones for
vehicle Re-ID task on VeRi [2] and VehicleID [1], respectively.
Details of those datasets are given as follows.
VeRi contains over 50,000 images of 776 vehicles captured
by 20 surveillance cameras. 576 vehicles and 37,778 images
are used for training and the remaining 13,257 images are used
for testing. 1,678 images from testing set are selected as query
set and others are used as gallery set. We follow the settings of
cross-camera search in [2] and report mAP, Top-1, Top-5 accuracies, and CMC curves as previous works [2], [10]. We use
the source code provided by [2] to compute the precision.1
VehicleID contains 221,763 images of 26,267 vehicles.
13,134 vehicles and 110,178 images are selected for training
and others are used for testing. Testing set is split into three
subsets with different number of vehicles, i.e., 800 vehicles
for the Small testing set, 1600 vehicles for the Medium testing
set, and 2400 vehicles for the Large testing set, respectively.
1 The source code is provided at https://github.com/VehicleReId/VeRidataset

In each subset, an image is randomly selected for each
vehicle to compose the gallery set, resulting in 800, 1600,
and 2400 gallery vehicle images for each subset, respectively.
Remaining images in each subset are used as queries. This
deploy is given by the proposers of VehicleID dataset in [1].
More gallery vehicle images in the gallery set increases the
difficulty of Re-ID task. So that the performances on Medium
and Large testing set will be inferior to the performance on
Small testing set. Following previous work [1], we also report
the Top-1, Top-5 accuracies, and CMC curves.
Market1501 is a dataset for person Re-ID. It contains
32,668 images of 1,501 persons. 12,936 images of 751 persons
are selected for training and others are used for testing.
3,368 queries are selected from the testing set and others
are used as the gallery set. Following [15], [16], [54], [55],
we report the Top-1 accuracy and mAP with single query.
B. Implementation Details
Our DCNN structure can be modified from existing deep
networks by adding new branches. To make a fair comparison with existing works, we design DCNN structure based
on VGG_CNN_M [56] and VGG_CNN_M_1024 [56] for
VeRi and VehicleID respectively. The output size of FC layers in regional subnet is 1024. The output size of global
subset is 4096 for VGG_CNN_M model, and 1024 for
VGG_CNN_M_1024 model. Images are resized to 224 × 224
and 448 × 448 on VeRi and VehicleID. We adopt the training
method used in [57]–[59] to train our baseline model. During
the baseline training, features are first L2 normalized before
being fed into the output layer. This operation eliminates
the scale variance and enforces the classifier to focus on
L2 distance optimization. During testing, we also use L2 normalized feature for similarity computation. As shown in our
experiments, this operation effectively boosts the performance
of baseline model, e.g., improving the mAP performance of
VGG_CNN_M model on VeRi from 0.33 to 0.53. Mini-batch
for model training is generated by first randomly selecting N
vehicles, then randomly selecting n images for each vehicle
over the camera network. On VeRi, 8 vehicles with 8 images
per vehicle are randomly selected. On VehicleID, 16 vehicles
with 4 images per vehicle are randomly selected. 4 persons
with 4 images per person are randomly selected on Market1501. Note that, larger memory in GPU or parallel computing with multiple GPUs would allow to select more vehicles
and images in each mini-batch. α in int er is experimentally set
as 0.5. Our model is implemented with caffe [60] and trained
on a GTX TITAN X GPU with E5-2620 CPU.
We train each global and regional feature with an independent GGL in an end-to-end manner. Compared with learning
or fine-tuning the joint feature with one uniform objective
function, this “individual” training learns better regional and
global features. We further adopt a softmax classifier for fast
convergence, where each vehicle ID is treated as a category.
The overall objective function thus is:
L(θ1 , θ2 ) = LGG L (θ1 ) + Lso f t max (θ1 , θ2 ).

(20)

Lso f t max further trains global and regional features in classification tasks. The CNN parameters hence can be divided into
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TABLE I

TABLE III

I MPACT OF λ IN GGL ON VeRi AND VehicleID

E VALUATION OF GGL ON Market1501

TABLE II
C OMPARISON A MONG C ENTER L OSS , T RIPLET L OSS , AND GGL ON VeRi

Fig. 9. mAP achieved by different number of training iterations using triplet
loss and GGL on VeRi.

two parts. θ1 : parameters that learn global-regional features.
θ2 : parameters that predict vehicle ID labels based on learned
features.
C. Evaluation of GGL
1) Impact of λ in GGL: To evaluate the impact of λ
in Eq. (3), we train baseline models with only CN branch
using GGL on VeRi and VehicleID, respectively. The mAP
on VeRi and the Top-1 Accuracy on VehicleID small with
different settings are shown in Table I. It’s clear that setting
λ as 1 achieves the best performance on two datasets. Thus,
we empirically set λ as 1 in the following experiments.
2) Evaluation on VeRi: We first train an identification
network with only one CN branch on VeRi, which is denoted
as “VGG-baseline” in Table II. Then the model is fine-tuned
with triplet loss,2 center loss [41], and GGL under the same
training settings, respectively. The comparison of resulting
global features is summarized in Table II. It is clear that
fine-tuning with distance constraint results in better global
features. GGL achieves the best performance and improves
mAP by 2.8% compared with baseline. Triplet loss improves
0.4% and center loss improves 1.5% in mAP, respectively.
Note that, center loss achieves similar performance with GGL
when we set λ in GGL as 0, i.e., GGL 0.548 vs. center loss
0.546. This indicates that center loss can be a special case of
GGL, i.e., only considering intra-group loss with λ as 0. Also,
GGL doesn’t need to record or update center of each category,
thus GGL is more efficient.
We also show the mAPs achieved by GGL and triplet loss
by different numbers of training iterations in Fig. 9. It can
be observed that mAP is improved more rapidly by GGL
2 We implement triplet loss with on-line hard example mining with the
source code provided by https://github.com/luhaofang/tripletloss

than triplet loss in the beginning of training. With the same
mini-batch size for training, GGL costs around 0.7ms per minibatch, while triplet loss costs 1∼8ms depending on the number
of mined hard samples. GGL only needs 128KB memory
overhead to save eight 4096-d mean feature for each vehicle in
each mini-batch, which is much less than the memory needed
by the whole DCNN model. Thus, GGL is more efficient than
triplet loss in network training.
3) Evaluation on Market1501: We further evaluate the
generalization ability of GGL on a person image dataset,
i.e., Market1501. We first train an identification network
based on GoogLeNet [31] with BN following the strategy of
Su et al. [15], denoted as “GoogLeNet-baseline” in Table III.
This network is then fine-tuned with GGL and triplet loss,
respectively. The comparison is summarised in Table III.
It can be observed that GGL also performs better than
triplet loss by 3.6% of mAP. We also compare with several recent person Re-ID methods including SVDNet [64],
P2S [17], S2S [37], PDC [15], DLPAR [65], TriNet [42],
CRAFT-MFA [66], CADL [67], ADLCE [68], LDCAF [69]
JLML [63], SSM [62], CamStyle [70], LSRO [61], DML [71],
DPFL [72], and GLAD [16]. It can be observed that
GoogLeNet+GGL outperforms most of those recent methods. Specially, GoogLeNet+GGL outperforms PDC [15]
by 0.068 in mAP, which uses the same network structure
and extra regional features. Compared with some works
using more training tricks, e.g., data argumentation [70],
GoogLeNet+GGL achieves better or comparable performance.
This shows that GGL not only works for vehicle Re-ID, but
also can be adopted to other instance Re-ID tasks.
D. Evaluation of Global-Regional Feature
This section shows the improvements gained by Global
and Regional Feature (GRF) on VeRi. Experiments results are
summarized in Table IV.
1) Improvements by BN Branch: In our DCNN model,
CN and BN branches are used to generate global features.
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TABLE IV
I MPROVEMENTS G AINED BY P ROPOSED M ETHODS ON VeRi D ATASET. F EATURES L EARNED W ITH /W ITHOUT GGL A RE P RESENTED AND C OMPARED .
“F IG . 3” D ENOTES U SING THE G LOBAL -R EGIONAL F EATURE E XTRACTION S TRUCTURE IN F IG . 3

We first test the validity of this design. Two networks with one
and two CN branches, i.e., “CN” and “CN+CN” structures
in Table IV, are used as baselines, respectively. Compared
with the network with one CN branch, the network with two
CN branches could be regarded as a feature ensemble method,
which is commonly used to improve the CNN model performance [30], [31], [73]. As shown in Table IV, the CN+BN
structure performs better than the two baseline networks. For
example, with softmax loss, the fused CN and BN features
outperform the feature of “CN+CN” network by 1.3% in
mAP, and outperforms the features of “CN” network by 4.1%
in mAP. Further, with the proposed loss function, “CN+BN”
structure outperforms “CN+CN” structure in mAP and Top-1
accuracy by 1% and 0.6%, respectively. It is worth noting
that “CN+BN” structure has the same number of parameters
and training complexity with “CN+CN” structure. So that
the proposed model adopts “CN+BN” structure for global
feature extraction. We further test the performance of three
and four CN branches to further evaluate the validity of the
model ensemble method. Their mAP accuracy is 0.566 and
0.565, respectively, only about 0.004 higher than “CN+CN”
structure. While proposed “CN+BN” achieves substantially
better mAP, i.e., 0.575. This indicates that f b extracted by BN
branch is an effective complementary feature to f c . It also
shows that performance improvements gained by “CN+BN”
structure is not simply due to involving more parameters.
2) Improvements by Regional Feature: As illustrated
in Fig. 3, our regional subnet involves an important parameter
K , i.e., the number of generated regions. Performance with
different values of K and corresponding heights of divided
region, i.e., h, are shown in Table V. Results show that setting
K = 3 achieves the best performance and setting too large K
degrades the performance. The reason is that, small regions
would be sensitive to misalignment errors. Therefore, we fix
K = 3 in following experiments.
We use frc to denote the concatenation of three regional
features: frc = [ f rt ; f rm ; f rb ]. As shown in Table IV, combining regional features constantly improves the performance.
Learned with softmax loss, [ f c ; f b ; f rc ] improves mAP by
2.7% over [ f c ; f b ] of “CN+BN”. It is clear that regional
features provide extra discriminative cues. It is also interesting
to observe that regional branches also improve the performance of global features. For example, f c learned with our

TABLE V
I MPACT OF PARAMETER K ON R E -ID A CCURACY ON VeRi. h D ENOTES
THE H EIGHT OF E ACH D IVIDED R EGION

DCNN outperforms the f c learned with “CN” structure by
2.5% in mAP from 53.1% to 55.6%. Similar conclusion can
be observed for [ f c ; f b ] learned with our structure and the
“CN+BN” structure. The reason is that, regional and global
branches share several convolutional layers in our DCNN,
and training the regional branches further optimizes those
shared layers with extra supervisions. It can also be observed
in Table IV that, features learned with GGL constantly perform
better than features learned with softmax loss. This further
demonstrates that GGL outperforms the softmax loss in feature
learning.
We extract regional features from top to bottom according to
the structure of vehicles. As illustrated in Fig. 2, vehicles can
be divided into several parts from top to bottom, e.g., roof,
windshield, hood, and bumper. Those parts are meaningful
and provide different visual cues. For examples, the bumper
part contains maker logos and head lights. The roof part
contains discriminative color and shape cues. Therefore, this
segmentation setting is helpful for extracting complementary and discriminative regional features than other settings,
e.g., segmentation from left to right. Thus, we design the
regional subnet to evenly divide feature maps of Conv5-2 into
K overlapped horizontal regions from top to bottom. This
enforces features of each region to only focus on exploring
discriminative information in corresponding parts.
3) Improvements by Regional Weight: GRF concatenates
global and regional features with adaptively learned weights.
To show the validity of our learned weights, we show the
performance of final GRF in Table IV. It can be seen
that, by adjusting regional feature weights, mAP of GRF is
improved by 0.9% over [ f c ; f b ; frc ] and by 5.8% over f c
learned in the baseline network. The validity of the learned
weights can be shown. Moreover, the results imply that global
features and regional features convey different levels of cues,
thus it is not reasonable to fuse them with equal weights.
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TABLE VI
I MPROVEMENTS G AINED BY U SING I NDEPENDENT O BJECTIVE
F UNCTION TO T RAIN E ACH F EATURE . “F IG . 3” D ENOTES
U SING THE G LOBAL -R EGIONAL F EATURE E XTRACTION
S TRUCTURE IN F IG . 3

Fig. 10. Distribution of learned regional weights on VeRi. Bars in red, yellow,
and blue show the distribution of predicted regional weights for top regions,
medium regions and bottom regions, respectively.

structure trained with independent objective function achieve
0.594 mAP accuracy, which outperforms the performance by
training the joint feature by 4.5%.
Some vehicle Re-ID results by baseline method and
GRF+GGL on VeRi and VehicleID are shown in Fig. 12.
For each query, we show the top-5 returned images by
baseline model and GRF+GGL in the first and second row,
respectively. It can be observed that proposed GRF+GGL
achieves better performance than baseline model. Compared
with baseline model that returns vehicles having similar global
appearance with queries, GRF+GGL is more discriminative
of local difference and precisely returns images of the same
vehicles of queries.
E. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods

Fig. 11. Examples of vehicle Re-ID results on VeRi by GRF without/with
predicted regional features. The first row of each example shows retrieved
images without regional weights, and the second row of each example shows
retrieved images with regional weights. Images annotated by green bounding
boxes are true positive images, while images annotated by red bounding boxes
are false positive images.

We show the distribution of predicted regional weights on VeRi
in Fig. 10. It can be observed that top regions commonly have
large weights, while bottom regions commonly have small
weights. It’s reasonable because noises, such as occlusion, misalignment, and variants of view point, commonly occurs in the
bottom regions of images. Some retrieval results with/without
regional weights are shown in Fig. 11. It can be observed that
regional weights can effectively adjust regional features and
boost the retrieval performance.
4) Improvements by Using Independent Objective Function: In order to learn features with stronger discriminative
ability, we train each global and regional feature with an
independent objective function. This enforces each feature
to distinguish different vehicles independently, resulting in
higher discriminative ability. To evaluate the validity of this
training algorithm, we compare the performance of features
trained with individual objective function, and the joint feature
trained by one objective function. The comparison of mAP
accuracy on VeRi is summarized in Table VI. It is clear
that, training each feature with independent objective function
achieves better performance for both global and regional
feature learning. For example, global features of “CN+BN”

On VeRi, we compare GRF+GGL with several recent methods including OIF [9], OIF+ST [9], FACT [2], FACT+PlateSNN+STR [23], SCCN-Ft-CLBL-9-Ft [32], Combining Network [6], VAMI [7] and Siamese-CNN+path-LSTM [10]. On
VehicleID, the compared works include OIF [9], VGG+T [1],
VGG+CCL [1], SCCN-Ft-CLBL-8-Ft [32], CLVR [27],
VAMI [7], Identi+Attr+Verifi+Triplet [38], and Mixed
Diff+CCL [1].
The performance comparison on two datasets is summarized
in Table VII. We also show the CMC curves of different methods on VeRi and VehicleID (Small) in Fig. 13. In Table VII,
we use “∗ ” to denote the works use backbone structures deeper
than our base network VGG_CNN_M. The superscript “+ ”
denotes methods are trained on a larger training set by merging
the training data of VeRi, VehicleID, CompCars [12], and
BoxCars21K [74]. Note that, our features are learned with
the training sets of VeRi and VehicleID, respectively.
Table VII shows that, although some works use deeper
network, spatial-temporal information, or augmented training
set, our method still outperforms all of those works on the
two datasets. For example, GRF+GGL outperforms OIF [9]
by 13.7% in mAP on VeRi and 3% in Top-1 accuracy on
VehicleID (Large), with fewer training samples and a more
concise structure. OIF+ST additionally uses spatial-temporal
information compared with OIF to improve the performance
on VeRi, while GRF+GGL still outperforms it by 10.3%
in mAP on VeRi. Siamese-CNN+path-LSTM [10] uses a
deeper network, i.e., ResNet50 [75], and extra spatial-temporal
cues, and GRF+GGL also outperforms it by 3.4% in mAP
on VeRi. Identi+Attr+Verifi+Triplet [38] adopts InceptionBN [26] as the backbone structure, which is much deeper
than VGG_CNN_M_1024 used in our methods, and uses
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Fig. 12. Examples of vehicle Re-ID results on VeRi and VehicleID. Each example shows the top-5 retrieved images by the baseline and GRF+GGL in the
first and second row, respectively. True positive results are annotated by green dots. Note that, there is only one true positive for each query on VehicleID.
TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON ON VeRi AND VehicleID

additional attribute information in training, while GRF+GGL
still outperforms it by 4.8% in Top-1 accuracy on VehicleID
small.
Proposed method is designed specific to vehicle Re-ID
task. Firstly, the proposed global-regional feature extraction is

designed for vehicle feature extraction. The regional subnet
reasonably divides feature maps into three overlapped horizontal regions because vehicles are rigid bodies. Secondly,
the proposed group-group loss is designed to improve the discriminative ability of features for re-identification tasks, e.g.,
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CMC curves on VeRi and VehicleID (Small) by different methods.

vehicle re-identification and person re-identification. Experimental results demonstrate that proposed group-group loss can
improve the performance of vehicle re-identification.
F. Future Work
The proposed method divides feature maps into several
regions with fixed dividing parameters. To further improve
the discriminative power and robustness of regional features,
the dividing parameters could be automatically predicted. This
can be implemented by adjusting the initial dividing parameters based on image contents or leveraging regional detectors.
Moreover, segmenting car images into several structural parts
in pixel level has potential to further remove the background
noises and improve the discriminative power of extracted
features. Those components could be implemented to further
boost the performance of our approach.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a DCNN model to learn both global and
regional feature for vehicle Re-ID. Weights for regional features are adaptively predicted for feature fusion. To accelerate
the feature learning, we propose a Group-Group Loss (GGL)
to optimize the distance within and across vehicle image
groups. Different from the siamese or triplet loss, GGL is
directly computed on image groups. Without the need of
traversing a large number of sample pairs or triplets, GGL
makes the neural network training easier and more efficient.
We evaluate our methods on two large-scale vehicle Re-ID
datasets, i.e., VeRi and VehicleID. Experimental results show
that our methods achieve significant improvements over recent
works. Experiments also show that GGL can be adopted to
other re-identification tasks.
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